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CANNABOY
1) DMI   C  B  A

Rolling paper burns as long as you
want to get more on it
If you don’t come up with your sweet drama
I would never tried to be the clever one
Necessaries fade away alongside
how sweet can be your tongue?
Are you ready for one two three four rock-steady?
Alright, you feel alright, mate
well let’s shake with our hips
Hush hush honey, forget all money
‘cause your best friend Mary tastes great, damn so yummy
So you smoke it/her, you smoke all day/night long
and moreover you let it grow, so they call you Cannaboy

B   C   DMI
Now they call you Cannaboy…4x

BRI D GE DMI    F   C   GMI/B
Boy, you smoke if you wanna smoke
and speak if you wanna speak
you always find some freaks who will understand you more than remaining

folks, Oh trust me I know how it feels
when uncomprehending pairs of eyes give you advise
to leave what makes you feel much better

Man it’s wrong, you know it how system works
they watch you like you are nothing but the rubbish
they’d like to punish your misled mind

CH) DMI    F   C   B
      Misled mind... 4x

BRI D GE2 A – DMI    B   A
Stop the sorrow, leave it for tomorrow
‘cause now it’s time to realize
You’re here to learn, you’re here to overcome every single prejudice

1) DMI   C  B  A
F I NAL B   C   DMI

         It's scary to very, but still much better than to stay ordinary
yeah ego is cheater and weed can let you go and seek deeper
It's scary to very, but still much better than to stay ordinary, you know
you can follow the spirit 'cause deep inside you know is no limit
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